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I



(But not just I)



Me and Free Software

• user

– still VIM and TEX(for this presentation, for eg.!)

– Debian and Ubuntu; Android

• creator

– professionally and otherwise

• community member

– ANSOL, the Portuguese FSFE sister organization



ANSOL – Associação Nacional para o Software Livre

Board 2022-2024:

• Tiago Carrondo – Chair

• Rúben Mendes – Vice-Chair

• Octávio Gonçalves – Treasurer

• André Esteves – Member

• Hugo Peixoto – Secretary



The Free Software Movement

• Created in 1983, by Richard Stallman

• Free Software Foundation founded in 1985

• Free Software Foundation Europe founded in 2001



ANSOL – Associação Nacional para o Software Livre

Official launch in October 2001, during Porto Cidade Tecnológica

• Portuguese non-profit association



• propagation, promotion, development, research and study of

Free Computing. . .

• . . . and its social, political, filosophical, cultural, technical

and scientific repercussions

• Based at House of Associations in Oporto, but with a na-

tional scope



Free Software

• Free as in Freedom, not gratis

Which Freedoms?



Free Software

At the begining of the 80s, Richard M. Stallman was the first to formalize a
way of thinking about software in the form of four freedoms:

• 1st freedom: The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any
purpose

• 2nd freedom: The freedom to study how the program works, and change
it so it does your computing as you wish

• 3rd freedom: The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help others

• 4th freedom: The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions
to others, giving the whole community a chance to benefit from your
changes

The software following these four principles is called “Free Software”.
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free software

proprietary software
public domain software

(with source)

software under GPL

free-download software

open source software

copylefted software

public domain software

(without source)

shareware

software under

lax permissive license
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– in http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/categories.html, CC-SA

http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/categories.html


• GNU/Linux Operating System

• Android Operating System Project

• OpenOffice – LibreOffice

• Firefox

• Wordpress

• Apache Web Server

• Blender

• Moodle

• many others...



Software Licenses

• Copyleft Licenses – forks cannot add any restrictions to the license

– GPL (GNU General Public License)

– Mozilla Public License (MPL)

– Microsoft Reciprocal License (Ms-RL)

• Non-Copyleft

– Modified BSD License

– Expat License (MIT)

– Apache License



Association’s activities

• Political and legislative intervention

– interventions and reports to the Portuguese Parliament

– Coordination with Free Software Foundation Europe in

European-wide projects, including presence in the Euro-

pean Parliament

– Participation in the transposition of the European Direc-

tive InfoSoc into Portuguese Law

– Campaign against Software Patents, that ended up with

its rejection by the European Parliament



– Portugal is the first country to have an Open Standards

Law

– Participation in the international campaign against ACTA

– Fight against the Private Copy Law

– Portugal in the frontline in the defense of consumers against

DRM



The Law against DRM – what is it?

• Extension of the definition of DRM

• Clarification of that definition

• Clarification about the illegality of applying DRM in Public

Domain works

• Making using DRM on works by public entities or public

money ilegal



The Law against DRM – how did we manage to get it?

• Testing the Law

• Education about the topic

• Persistence

• Working within the scope

• Mathe the (apparent) opposition talk

• Present an alternative



• Launch of the “Transparency in Public Administration” in

2009



• Sun and ANSOL got together in creating a CD “Free Soft-

ware in School”, spread to the schools by the Ministry of

Education



• Event organization

– Porto 2002, Cidade Tecnológica - Sistemas Livres

– Richard Stallman in Portugal

– Software Freedom Day

– Document Freedom Day

– I < 3 Free Software



The current Copyright reform



Advantages of Free Software

• Flexibility and Freedom

• Reliability

• Stability

• Auditability

• Support and Responsability

• Cost



Advantages of Free Software – Flexibility and Freedom

• Flexibility – the capacity to choose solutions fit to the users

needs

• If the business requirements change, the solutions should not

be constrainted by software

• The use of open standards for interoperability

• the best solutions can be chosen for particular components

in the architecture



• if the solutions have good interoperability, the business can
avoid lock-in to a particular supplier, avoiding dependency

• Free Software models do not promote vendor lock-in, so open
standards adoption is usually high

• In cases where open standards do not exist, source code audit
stops the use of proprietary formats as a means to lock-in

• Competition focused on functionality quality

• Freedom by not having only one supplier

• Freedom to modify your software



Advantages of Free Software – Reliability

• Reliability – the lack of defects causing wrong operation

• performance failures; lack of standards compliance; security issues

• Severe issues tend to be fixed hours after being found, much due to
source code access

• patch vs. new version

• bug lifecycle is different between free and proprietary software

• early adopters’ impact, both in fixes as well as in new versions



Advantages of Free Software – Stability

• Stability vs. Updates

• vendor push: Format changes, end of support, lack of soft-

ware fixes

• Warranty on the possibility of data migration

• Source code access provides a way to extend software lifetime

• When to update is chosen by the user, not the vendor



Advantages of Free Software – Auditability

• Security, lack of backdoors, standards compliance and flexi-

bility in future changes: they can be promised in proprietary

software, but only an assurance with the access to source

code

• punctual and informal inspection vs. rigorous audits

– InterBase case: 7 years old backdoor found and fixed half-

year after free software version release

– The backdoor had been introduced by Borland engineers

on purpose



• third-party inspection and certification

• the falacy of security through obscurity



Advantages of Free Software – Support and Responsability

• Support contracts: from generic to personalized

• Internal or external support, tailored (and Ada’s example)

– Ada is language for military, industrial and areospace in-

dustries that are mission-critical and safety-critical

– “ACT Europe” was created in 1996 to provide commercial

support to military and industrial uses of Ada

• Several business models around Support



– Zope – Free Software Production; most profit comes from

support and services

– Free Software consultancy services

• The real need of support, when the code is from the user

• The myth of responsability in proprietary software

(read EULAs)



Advantages of Free Software – Cost

• libre vs. gratis

• Price vs. TCO

• Aspects about Free Software’s TCO

– Possibility of zero price

– Possibility of not needing to count the number of copies

in use

– Probable small need of updates



– almost-zero virus vulnerability

– Supposed less security vulnerabilities

– Alleged possibility of longer lifecycle due to low hardware

requirements

– A better compliance to open standards allows competi-

tion, reducing the lock-in to monopolist prices

– Source code availability makes the software resilient to

product discontinuation or vendor extintion

– Finance strategy ruled by the user and not the vendor



Free Software Business Models

• Offer the software to sell hardware (IBM, ...)

• Licensing allows inclusion in non-free software (MySQL)

• Publish the software without source, releasing it only after

some time

• Base software is free, but extras aren’t

• Sharing development costs



Free Software Business Models (cont.)

• Technical assistence contracts

• Development of new features

• Training

• Consulting and software adaptation



Get involved!



https://publiccode.eu/en/#about


ANSOL-geral – http://listas.ansol.org/mailman/listinfo/ansol-geral

http://listas.ansol.org/mailman/listinfo/ansol-geral


https://matrix.to/#/#ansol-geral:matrix.org or https://t.me/ansolgeral

https://matrix.to/#/#ansol-geral:matrix.org
https://t.me/ansolgeral




https://ilovefs.org






https://media.fsfe.org/w/p/u3Ep8hRP5vFdbgUE9LKScW


Do YOU love Free Software?

https://tilde.pt/~marado

http://ansol.org

https://ilovefs.org

http://fsfe.org

http://fsf.org

https://github.com/marado/ilovefs-presentation

#ilovefs
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